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Making Evidence Matter - Tying
Together 700 Pieces of Evidence
HOW OSCR360 AIDED IN THE CRAIG RIDEOUT MURDER TRIAL CONVICTIONS

Rideout Trial Case Background
In July 2017, the joint trial of Laura Rideout, Colin Rideout, Alex
Rideout and Paul Tucci began for the murder of Craig Rideout.
Laura, Craig’s estranged wife, Colin and Alex, Craig’s eldest
sons, and Paul, Laura’s boyfriend, appeared in court on
charges of second degree murder and tampering with physical
evidence.
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How OSCR360 organized the evidence in an exceedingly complex trial that
resulted in multiple murder convictions.
The trial was long and complex, leaving jurors with over 700 pieces of evidence, multiple crime scene locations, and 50
witnesses to sort through during the grueling five week trial. It was complex for the prosecution to present, and complex
and cumbersome for the jury to analyze.

On the final day of the Rideout trial during closing arguments,
a revolutionary new technology was used by the Prosecution.
During
closing
arguments,
Prosecution
cued
up
the OSCR360 presentation on the jurors’ and courtroom TVs.
The members of the jury immediately sat up and started to
pay closer attention, as evidenced by their body language. The
majority of the jury went from slumped over and barely
awake, to sitting up straight, alert and very interested in the
visual presentation of evidence on the courtroom televisions.
The OSCR360 presentation from the Prosecution displayed a
complicated case in a manner that connected and resonated
with the Jury. The jury was provided with a visual walkthrough
and a timeline of events and evidence leading up to and
following the murder of Craig Rideout. The OSCR360
presentation provided a succinct, compelling recap of the most
important details of a complicated five week trial with four
defendants, the result was more clarity for the jury before
deliberations began.

OSCR360 in the Courtroom for
Closing Arguments
“Prior to [OSCR360] being
used… the jury was… paying
attention but you could tell
they were tired – mentally
tired. As soon as [OSCR360
evidence] came on, they all
sat up out of their chairs and
looked forward at the screen
and really got engaged to see
this visual depiction of what
had happened.”
Trevor DiMarco, Director of Solutions
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Why did OSCR360 matter?
There are many scientific ways to analyze and present evidence. At the end of the day, what matters is if the jury correctly
understands what’s being presented to them.
From the prosecution’s perspective – OSCR360 helped connect all the dots. From the jury’s perspective, OSCR helped
them understand all the dots which included over 700 pieces of evidence. OSCR360 told the story in a visual presentation that was
simple to understand and easy to digest.

[Video] A Difference Maker in the Craig Rideout Murder Trial

OSCR360 helped show cell phone tower pings of
Craig Rideout's cell phone in various locations on a
map embedded in the software

Click image to watch the video. Video Source: www.WHEC.com

Security camera footage also showed vehicles that
were connected to the murder
Photographic evidence was organized in away that
could connect each defendant to specific pieces of
evidence by the Prosecution
OSCR was used for pre-trial preparation because it
helped to organize timelines and pertinent evidence in
the case
In conclusion, every juror saw the same virtual walkthrough of
the events and evidence on their courtroom televisions.

The Craig Rideout Murder
Trial Results

"At the end of the day, the jury saw something that was simple to
understand and digest. The jury saw up in their chairs and were glued to
the monitors just watching this."

“I thought [OSCR360] helped consolidate
all the information we had to consider
and make things clearer…”
Juror #9, Rideout Trial

LAURA RIDEOUT

COLIN RIDEOUT

In July 2017, Laura Rideout was convicted of Murder in the 2nd Degree,
Tampering with Evidence, and Burglary.
In October 2017, Laura Rideout received the maximum possible sentences of
25 years to life, 1 1/3 to 4 years and 15 years in consecutive sentences.

In July 2017, Colin Rideout was convicted of Murder in the 2nd Degree and
Tampering with Evidence. Colin Rideout received the maximum possible
sentences of 25 years to life and 1 1/3 to 4 years in consecutive sentences.

PAUL TUCCI

ALEX RIDEOUT
In July 2017, Alex Rideout was convicted of Tampering with Evidence. In
October 2017, he was sentenced to 1/3 to 4 years for each count of evidence
tampering.

Paul Tucci was found not guilty on all charges related to the murder of Craig
Rideout.

Interested in seeing OSCR360?
Call Juli 800-830-9523 x115
Email info@L-Tron.com
www.L-Tron.com/OSCR360
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Built from the voice of Law Enforcement, our specialty
crime scene and crash scene investigative equipment
(OSCR360) was developed to capture entire scenes in
minutes, preserve and organize critical evidence,
present it clearly, and ultimately get convictions.
Since launching OSCR360, you have told us that
OSCR is a multi-purpose tool to use everywhere,
everycase, everytime.
OSCR is now being used by: Law Enforcement,
Attorneys, Fire Departments, Universities and Schools
for course curriculum and active shooter planning,
Environmental Safety and Protection, and by Federal,
State, Local and private agencies.

OSCR360 by the Numbers

18

Number of States where
OSCR has been
purchased

402

29

Number of States
OSCR has been asked
to visit

Click: See where
OSCR is Traveling

Number of Agencies
OSCR has visited

We are a proud New York State business, our Law Enforcement offerings have been deployed in over 3,000 municipalities across 50
states nationwide. Click to view our client list.
We provide world class data capture hardware and software technology solutions, specializing in law enforcement, public safety, and
government. Our mission is to truly understand your workflow challenges and collaborate with you to find a cost-effective solution to
optimize your efficiency. View all of our offerings at www.L-Tron.com/Law
We have been working with Law Enforcement for more than 20 years, specializing in purpose-built equipment developed from your
voice. We first got our start building eCitation DL Readers when you told us you needed an easier way to capture DL information. The first
generation 4710LR DL scanner was created, and has evolved from your feedback to the 4810LR, and now the 4910LR. You will likely find
the 4910LR DL Reader in your patrol vehicle (possibly covered in hot chocolate...).
We only partner with leading equipment manufacturers: Brother, Dell, Getac, Havis, Honeywell, LEM, Patrol Data, Zebra Technologies
and more. Our premier partnership level translates to the highest levels of support and better pricing options for you.

Questions?
Call Juli 800-830-9523 x115
Email info@L-Tron.com
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